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Abstract 

With the increasing rise of smartphones among adolescents, the question arose about the impact of 

the use of mobile phones among this audience, seeking to assess the harms caused by their excessive 

use. The present work was elaborated through bibliographical research in articles, books and websites, 

in a non-systematic way through qualitative and quantitative research, analyzing printed 

questionnaire. Regarding the results related to the problems caused by the use of smartphones, such 

as lack of attention, indisposition, poor school performance, little interaction in the classes kept an 

average of 22.5% difference for those who felt affected, about the posture we have a relatively few. 

high, however, is still less than half of respondents, but only 33.75% of people who do not worry about 

posture when using the phone showing, therefore, that young people, focus of our research, has a 

good ergonomic behavior , both when using the smartphone and watching classes, picking up objects 

on the floor, and sitting in the chair. 
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Abstract 

With the increasing rise of smartphones among adolescents, the question arose about the impact of the 

use of mobile phones among this audience, seeking to assess the harms caused by their excessive use. The 

present work was elaborated through bibliographical research in articles, books and websites, in a non-

systematic way through qualitative and quantitative research, analyzing printed questionnaire. Regarding 

the results related to the problems caused by the use of smartphones, such as lack of attention, 

indisposition, poor school performance, little interaction in the classes kept an average of 22.5% difference 

for those who felt affected, about the posture we have a relatively few. high, however, is still less than half 

of respondents, but only 33.75% of people who do not worry about posture when using the phone showing, 

therefore, that young people, focus of our research, has a good ergonomic behavior , both when using the 
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smartphone and watching classes, picking up objects on the floor, and sitting in the chair. 

 

Keywords: Smartphone; Postural Changes; Cell Phone Overuse; 

 

1. Introduction 

According to (IBGE, 1990), the adolescent becomes the subject aged between twelve and eighteen, 

according to the Child and Adolescent Statute [1]. 

With the increasing number of handsets, and hence the price drop, Brazil has advanced to the fifth largest 

smartphone-using country in the world [2]. As a cheaper form of entertainment and applications that can 

connect people from different places, it is even more beneficial to use them, as phone lines have become 

an outdated medium and have higher costs. 

Thus, according to a survey by Hootsuite and We Are Social, Brazil ranks third among the countries that 

spend the most time using mobile phones, a survey of people aged 16-64 [3]. Taking into account the time 

spent on mobile phones, social networking sites, current news search, search / search engine, downloading 

music and videos and sending / receiving emails and text messages / SMS are the main purposes that 

Teenagers tend to do it when they are using cell phones, according to a survey by the National Youth 

Secretariat (SNJ) in 2013 [4]. 

As a form of entertainment, the use of cell phones brings with its health risks to the adolescent that, added 

to school factors such as poor posture when sitting, turns out to be the beginning of several degenerative 

spinal problems in adulthood [5] . For that, the meanings for a good posture are diverse. According to 

Hullemann (1978), posture can be considered as the balance imposed through the muscles, ligaments and 

intervertebral discs [6]. However, lucid or not, the posture is also associated with the internal feeling or its 

absence, which will reflect to the observer through the posture itself or when we move [7]. 

Therefore, the negative aspects brought by mobile devices should be explained, both regarding problems 

in everyday school life (disinterest, tiredness and problems in learning), as well as problems regarding poor 

posture when using mobile devices daily. 

 

2. Methodology 

Through non-systematic reviews: based on obtaining non-critical data from renowned authors and 

bibliographic reviews, through the topics: School Impact and Postural Problems in the Use of Cellular 

Devices, a qualitative and quantitative research was conducted to obtain data through schools and 

universities through printed questionnaires. The research will be done with high school and college students, 

in which ages vary between 14 and 27 years. The answers obtained were 48 male and 30 female and 2 

females did not report gender, however, the amount of response of each gender was not balanced and the 

data collected are shown in tables 1 and 2 below. . 

Thus, an exploratory research will be assembled with questions about the postures adopted in daily life 

based on the article by Juliana Benini and Ana Paula Barcellos [8], in addition to the problems that the use 

of the mobile device causes during the day and before bed, due to its irrational use. From the questionnaire 

and the empirical objects, the level of disinterest, the level of tiredness both in class and in other places 
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they attend, will be investigated from the social / school impact, as well as school performance (grades, 

participation, learning).  

 

Table 1 - Question about mobile phone use 

 

Source : Own Author 

 

Table 2 - Questionnaire about the positions adopted on the column. 

 

Source : Own Author 

 

Following the context of Van den Bulik's [9] survey of 1,656 adolescents over a 12-month period, it proved 

that those who used their cell phone during their sleeping period showed fatigue, malaise the other day. 
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Through this research, a questionnaire about the use of the mobile device was prepared. 

However, beginning basically at school age, we have the pathophysiology of the spine, Kendal et all (1999) 

[10]. According to the same, around the age of seven, occurs the first episode of acceleration and bone 

growth, named as growth spurt. However, in both females and males, the second growth spurt occurs 

approximately between the ages of eleven and fourteen. Thus, the bad posture adopted by this age group, 

ends up generating proportions in several muscle groups, according to César (2004), which, consequently, 

start factors for spinal dysfunction, which stimulate the appearance of diseases such as : hyper lordosis, 

scoliosis, hyper kyphosis, among others, according to Schmidt (1999) [11]. Based on this knowledge, the 

above questionnaire was assembled to obtain information about the ergonomic postures of the school 

population. 

 

3. Theoretical References 

3.1. Harmful health effects due to use of the handset 

People who have televisions, video games, cell phones in their rooms feel the most tired the other day from 

handling these devices instead of sleeping [16], but in addition to tiredness, diseases such as obesity and 

depression they are related, according to a survey by King's College in London of 125 198 people between 

6 and 19 years of age from various countries. Just having a cell phone in your room without using it can 

already affect the rest period, due to the expectation of notifications arriving (receiving messages, calls, 

etc.). Sleeping poorly or poorly can cause damage to both mental and physical health, including impaired 

immune system, stunted growth and mental problems (depression and suicidal tendencies), and lead to 

more serious illnesses such as cancer or heart attacks. [17] . 

In a school or learning environment, cell phone use reduces or even takes away student concentration, as 

taking turns between moving the phone and paying attention in class can result in stress and even Attention 

Deficit Disorders (ADHD), consequently, a drop in school performance tends to be greater [18]. One of the 

factors that is directly related to good grades is having a good night's sleep, since cognitive or behavioral 

problems in the classroom are related to a bad night's sleep [19]. 

 

3.1.2. Link between cell phone use and lack of postural quality 

Because cell phones become indispensable in our daily lives, they show that their use is of fundamental 

importance, both to talk to someone on the other side of the planet and to get around the city where they 

live, but people end up adopting bad postures in its use [12]. For their convenience, adopting a stance in 

which the head is fixed downward looking straight at the phone answering text messages, watching videos 

and even playing ends up having an effect in what is described by the term "Text Neck". “Text Neck” [13], 

and over time the body's natural physiology ends up changing, leaving the user with the head forward [14], 

in addition to leading to musculoskeletal injuries [15]. 

As much as students strive to maintain a good posture, the continuity of the same tends to end, and thus, 

among the various postural changes that can be found in students, scoliosis is highlighted [20].  
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4. Result 

Table 3: Data collected from school and university regarding cell phone use. 

 

Source : Own Author 

 

Table 3 shows that most people use their cell phones before bed, however, the similarity between tiredness, 

indisposition, lack of participation in classes and low grades does not have a direct link with cell phone use, 

as shown in Table 3 shows that more than half of the participants do not resemble the survey topics. 

Figure 1 shows the results of Yes - Data collected from school and university conditions regarding cell 

phone use. 

 

Figure 1 – YES: Data collected from school and university regarding cell phone use. 

Source : Own Author 

 

However, the difference in the number of people who do not feel tired, unwell the other day due to the use 

of mobile phones during the night; do not feel the learning impaired due to the constant use of the cell 
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phone; do not resemble the lack of participation in the classes due to the use of the cell phone; and do not 

resemble poor grades due to cell phone use are relatively small, with differences of 22 (27.5%), 10 (12.5%), 

18 (22.5%), 22 (27.5%) respectively, for people who resemble. This shows that people do have a lack of 

sensitivity when it comes to mobile phone use, since the causes felt the other day are linked to smartphone 

use at night, according to Brunborg [16], as well as notes. which, by a difference of only 22 (27.5% of the 

candidates) people, resemble the use of the cell phone with the obtained low grades. Even though most of 

the candidates do not resemble the topics in table 1 with their mobile phone use, it is still worrying that the 

number of people they resemble is relatively high, for example having poor learning or having little 

participation in them. classroom due to mobile phone use being almost half of the participants, 35 (43.75%) 

and 31 (38.75%) respectively. 

 

Figure 2 shows the results of No - Data collected from school and university conditions regarding cell 

phone use. 

 

Figure 2 – NO: Data collected from school and university regarding cell phone use. 

Source : Own Author 

 

Despite the various tools that exist to control smartphone use, people do not possess, with 50 (62.5% of 

candidates) people, as shown in table 3, so it becomes even more complicated to have a good daily 

performance once that the unreasonable and rampant use of cell phones disrupts study, reading, routine 

tasks, and, as shown in table 3, on average 8 hours and 9 minutes per day is spent per day just for using the 

smartphone. 
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Table 4: Data collected from school and university regarding daily posture. 

 

Source : Own Author 

 

 

Figure 3 - Spine position in sitting posture when using cellphone. 

Source : Own Author 
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Figure 4 - Foot position in sitting posture when using mobile phone. 

Source : Own Author 

 

 

Figure 5 - Position when attending class 

Source : Own Author 

 

Figure 6 - Pick up objects on the floor. 

Source : Own Author 

 

Even with this rapid connectivity between mobile phone users, obtaining agile information, urban and 
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personal ease, but its use can bring ergonomic problems. However, as shown in table 2, students end up 

adopting positive attitudes regarding their daily lives. Almost half of the participants, 34 (42.5%), use a 

correct posture when using the mobile device, being this - straight, leaning on the chair - however, is still 

worrying the number of people who do not have a correct posture when using the mobile phone, 27 (33.75%) 

participants. 

The same applies to the sitting position of the feet, in which 51 (63.75%) participants use the correct 

position of the feet when sitting, as well as, when attending class, most participants adopt a healthy posture 

in the sitting position. which refers to sitting with the back supported, being 56 (70%) of the participants. 

With regard to picking up objects from the floor, the participants also observed good conduct, 47 (58.75%), 

bending the knees instead of the back, thus showing a good knowledge about healthy postures. 

 

5. Discussion 

The results found in the present study suggest that a portion of the people interviewed in this research have 

a tendency to have difficulty in reconciling studies with the healthy use of mobile phones, aiming that about 

35 (43.75%) respondents feel harmed due to constant use. followed by 31 (38.75%) who tend not to pay 

attention in class due to the use of mobile, as shown in table 1, raising a discussion about what should be 

done to minimize these numbers. One of the first measures would be the re-education on the use of mobile 

phones for those with attention deficit, on the other hand these data could be used by teachers looking for 

a methodology that involves students' cell phones, making the classes dynamic or even a change in the 

current approach. aiming to hold students' attention. In Table 2, we observed that 51 (63.75%) are 

concerned with the correct posture, although more than half, the percentage of people with a bad posture 

is large which causes health problems, the most common is scoliosis [ 20]. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Thus, knowing that Brazil is one of the countries that most use smartphones in the world. It has become an 

almost indispensable tool these days. On the other hand, there is harm brought on by the constant use of 

the cell phone, attention deficit, loss of productivity, ergonomic problems among other diseases. When 

thinking about the problems, we can note that the debate on the topic is extremely important, so also looking 

for ways to get around and get better use of technology in our daily lives. Therefore, reeducation is the best 

way for those who are harmed by the excessive use of the cell phone, aiming at rest of sight, self-monitoring 

of sitting posture, getting up to get something and thus seeking a high knowledge of the limits of our body, 

to a harmony in academic, personal life, not forgetting physical exercises. Given this, seek to reduce the 

number of people harmed by the use of mobile. 
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